WELCOME TO PANDEMIC SURVIVAL!
FIND THE CURES OR SURVIVE?
Pandemic Survival is an extreme version of Pandemic where teams of 2 players face each other simultaneously with
the same objective in mind: be the first team to find all four cures or be the sole survivor at the end of the game.
During this unique experience, each team will face the same starting situation: identical roles, infected cities,
and the same Player cards in the same order. Only your strategic choices will differentiate you from the others
and prove to be a winning or losing strategy.

OUR OBJECTIVE
To provide a unique and challenging experience unlike anything players have ever experienced before.
« It was one of the highlights of GenCon. The volunteers at the booth were great (loved the
lab coats) and it was just an absolute blast. »
- Mike Newhouse-Bailey, a Pandemic Survival player
« Pandemic Survival: by far the best demo experience of my life! It was a great ambiance, and
the tension was palpable! »
- Francis Guilbault, game master in various events for over 5 years.
« The players got an incredible roller coaster ride of an experience. I was incredibly tense and
exciting just watching them play. »
- Matt Leacock, Pandemic designer

RULES AND REGULATIONS
- To be an official Pandemic Survival event there must be between 6 and 12 teams, no more, no less, per event.
- Any event that does not respect this condition will be considered a “discovery tournament” and the winners of
this event will not qualify for the National competition.
- You MUST BE of the legal age of your country to participate in an official Pandemic Survival event.
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PRIZES
The experience alone is worth the challenge, but there are also some fantastic prizes that can be won along the
way to the World Championship!
REGIONAL EVENTS:
The winners of each Regional event will receive a prize as well as their SPOT for the National Final (all fees – transport, event
entry ticket, etc. – to attend the National final are to be paid by the participant)
NATIONAL FINAL:
The winning team of the National Final will win a prize, as well as their spot for the World Championship. (Transportation,
hotel, convention ticket included)
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP:
All participants in the World Championship will receive a special surprise, to be announced at the event itself.
The winning team of the World Championship will gain the ability of the Airlift card: to go to any city on the
Pandemic board (together or separately) for a total prize value of UP TO $2,500 USD per person!*
This prize includes:
- 1 week (7 day) vacation to the city of their choosing on the Pandemic board.**
- 2 round-trip economy class airplane tickets from the airport nearest to the home of the winners to the
International airport of the city of their choosing on the Pandemic board.***
- 100 USD per person, per day, for hotel fees.
- 100 USD per person, per day, for food.

*Non-transferable, may not be redeemed for cash.
**Including transportation time.
***Reservations for the trip must be made at least 3 months before the departure date to allow for any difficulties and/or
complications with booking the trip.
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FAQ
What information is available about what is IN a Pandemic Survival event?

Pandemic Survival is all about the experience. The less information players know about what awaits them in an event, the better.
Events do NOT give information about the roles used; the event cards used; or the starting infected cities.
What you can know is:
- That the Player decks are stacked, so that everyone has the same player deck.
- That there is only 1 Infection deck controlled by the Game Master.
- That there are 5 Event cards included in the Pandemic Survival decks.
- There are are 6 Epidemic cards included in the Pandemic Survival decks.

What about cards like One Quiet Night, how do those work in a Survival setting?
Any Event card that has an influence on the Infection deck will not be used in Pandemic Survival scenarios.
Since only one Infection deck is used in a Survival game, it would be impossible to add such events to the players’ hands.
Can I bring notes or things to take notes during the event?
No. All players must have an equal chance at winning the game and bringing notes – or being able to take notes
– could give a team an advantage that others don’t have.
How long does a game of Pandemic Survival usually last?
The game itself lasts between 1h and 1h30minutes.
What if I have already PARTICIPATED in a Pandemic Survival event, can I sign-up for another event?
Yes absolutely! We even encourage you to participate again in other events.
What if I have already WON in a Pandemic Survival event, can I sign-up for another event?
No. Players who have already won an event are not eligible to participate in future Regional Events. We encourage you to ask
how you can join as Referees for future events, thus continuing your experience, but on the other side of the board. Players who
won an event cannot participate with a new partner in a future event.
What if I was a REFEREE/GAME MASTER for one event and I want to participate in another event can

I do that?
Yes. As long as you did not participate in preparing the decks for an event, you may participate in a Pandemic Survival event.

What if a I qualified for the National Championship and I can’t participate, can I attend a National Final in
another country?
Unfortunately not. Players that have qualified for a National Championship may only attend the National Championship of
their country.

